
Name:_________________________

Use editing marks to correct the sentences.  Rewrite the sentences. 

1.   we  were  go  to  play  soccer  but  the  ball  was  flat  

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2.  my  dog  is  biggest  than  your  dog,  said  tom. 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3.  Rewrite the word in (parentheses) to make it a possessive. 

the ( horse )  mane             the ______________ mane 

 

4.  Circle the word that shows the food was heated again. 

                  The pizza was ( disheated / reheated ). 
 

5.  Write the contraction for the words. 

      cannot  __________      should not __________       do not ___________ 

Week 16  Day 1 

Use editing marks to correct the sentences.  Rewrite the sentences. 

1.   our  family  took  a  trip  to  yellowstone  national  park 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2.  we  was  playin  foot  ball  with  mr  smiths  class 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3.  Circle the correct comparative ending.      ( er  or est) 

      A blue whale is the ( larger / largest ) animal on the planet. 

 

4. Circle the word that shows the boy was not honest. 

                  He was  ( dishonest / rehonest ) when he said he didn’t do it. 
 

5.   Write a compound word that describes an insect you might see sipping nectar. 

       _________________________ 

Week 16  Day 2 
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Name:_________________________

Use editing marks to correct the sentences.  Rewrite the sentences. 

1.   the  house  are  blue  green  red  

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2.  the  door  is  un  locked,  said  sam 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3.  Circle the linking verbs in the sentences below. 

Jaysa is sick today.          We were late for school yesterday. 

 

4.  Circle the root word.  Underline the prefix.  Draw two lines under the suffix. 

           h o p e l e s s            u n h e l p f u l           r e m a k e          d i s l o y a l 
 

5.  Write a compound word that describes when it is time to go to bed. 

  ________________________ 

Week 16  Day 3 

Use editing marks to correct the sentences.  Rewrite the sentences. 

1.   we  wantd  to  play  out  side  but  it  were  two  cold 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2.  mrs  starkey  are  going  to  orlando  florida  for  vacation  

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. Combine the two sentences into one with and, but, or, or so. 

             Do you want to eat pizza?                 Do you want to eat hamburgers? 

____________________________________________________________ 

 

4. If someone is unable to do something, they…... 

                do it again          can do it well          cannot do it          do it slowly 
 

5.   What is the name of your state?   ____________________________________                      

Week 16  Day 4 
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Name:_________________________

Use editing marks to correct the sentences.  Rewrite the sentences. 

1.   amelia  and  norah  is  campin  in  kentucky 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2.  maya  read  harold  and  the  purple  crayon  at  bed  time 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3.  Circle the proper nouns below. 

state          Alessandria          Georgia          store          Australia     

 

4.  Add “ing” to the words below.  Remember your spelling rules. 

          tug ________________          smile _______________ 
 

5.  Circle the compound words. 

                unsafe          backyard          sunset          preschool          wishful 

Week 16  Day 5 

Use editing marks to correct the sentences.  Rewrite the sentences. 

1.   are  it  time  for  dinner  yet?  asked  braxton 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2.  we  learnd  about  europe  asia  australia  and  antarctica  today 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3.  Add a prefix to match the meaning.       

____send (send again)      ____true (not true)      ____agree (opposite of agree)  

 

3.  Add a suffix to match the meaning.       

           a rest______  night (no rest)          a rest_____ night (lots of rest) 
 

5.   If “healthy” means good for you, what does “unhealthy” mean?                       

   _______________________________________________ 
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